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AirGo Radio Concert:
An MLK Week Celebration

Jan. 21
Madden Theater 

7-9 p.m.

“Far From Normal”

Jan. 26-29 
Meiley-Swallow Hall 

7:30-9:30 p.m.

The Not Awkward Stalking Event with 
Pie: Presented by Dyson Wellness Center

Jan. 23 
WAC: Banquet Hall 

6-7 p.m.
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(Various Events)
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On Jan. 20, president-elect Trump will be for-
mally sworn in as the 45th President of the Unit-
ed States. The ceremony—traditionally noted as 
historic yet relatively mundane as the new leader 
optimistically leads the country into a new chap-
ter—has already managed to become something 
of a spectacle, though this should have almost 
been expected based on the businessman’s 
antics during the past year and a half. 

Most recently it was revealed Charlie Brotman, 
the announcer of the past 11 inaugurations dat-

ing back to Dwight D. Eisenhower’s second term, 
will not return this year. The 89-year-old Brotman 
said he was “heartbroken” to learn of the news, 
quipping, “Maybe they’re afraid I might drop dead 
at the mic,” in an interview with the Daily Beast. 
Regardless of the reason, Brotman is out and 
freelance announcer and Trump supporter Steve 
Ray is in as the announcer.

But much of the media’s attention as the histor-
ic day approaches has centered on the celebri-
ties and the performers, or the lack thereof, as 
Trump’s polarizing rhetoric has turned many off.  

In late December, controversy ensued after the 
announcement the Radio City Rockettes would 
perform at the inauguration after it was revealed 
the dancers seemingly were under heavy pres-
sure to accept or potentially lose the opportunity 
to be selected to perform in the future.

But more so, Trump’s feud with Hollywood’s 
stars seems to have finally reached its boiling 
point, as Trump went so far as to tweet, “The so-
called “A” list celebrities are all wanting tix to the 
inauguration, but look what they did for Hillary, 
NOTHING. I want the PEOPLE!” 

The tweet no doubt reflects an attempt to spin 
his team’s failure to secure high-profile talent 
to perform at the inauguration. In December a 
Trump surrogate had announced Elton John 
would be among the performers, only to have 
John’s reps immediately deny the report.

At this point, there’s no saying how the day’s 
events will actually unfold. At the very least, 
though, Trump has managed to get people 
talking about his special day. 
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inauguration

Adam Poklop 
Staff Writer Beginning in 2004, junior Peter 

Medlin began attending presiden-
tial inaugurations. Since then, it 
has become a tradtion for his fam-
ily. From George W. Bush to both 
of Barack Obama’s inaugurations, 
Medlin has been a witness to one 
of America’s biggest quadrennial 
events.

What inauguration stood out to you the most and 
why?

2008’s inauguration, Obama’s first term, stood out to 
me the most. The other inaugurations I went to, 2004 
and 2012, were second term inaugurations. 

His message was for hope and change. People felt 
that and wanted to feel the hope. With second terms, 
you know what to expect. But this was a new message 
and people wanted to see the change. 

How do you feel Trump’s inauguration will go? Do 
you have some hesitance in going?

I do feel hesitancy. In 2004, my dad and brother were 
conservative, so it was a victory lap for them. We had 
talked to two older democratic women and they spoke 
to us about the importance of peaceful transition of 
power. The bottom line is that I felt that I needed to 
support the democratic process, and that’s how it’ll be 
this year even if I don’t agree with Trump.

Why did this become a family tradition for you?

What started it was my grandpa had connections with 
Dennis Hastert, former speaker of house. He was able 
to get us tickets in 2000, but I didn’t go to that one be-
cause I was too young. The conversation with the dem-
ocratic women at the 2004 inauguration made us want 
to go. Obama’s inauguration was a revolutionary event 
and a good thing to witness. It just became a tradition. 

Do you hope to continue attending inaugurations in 
the future?

Yes. I think it’s interesting to see all the different 
people that come together. Either because their party’s 
victory or because they just want to go.

Are you interested in politics or do you go because 
it’s a family event?

I’m super interested now as I have gotten older, but I 
wasn’t prior. Also, I’m a journalism major so it’s good to 
be in the loop.

Madeline Klepec 
Staff Writer

Notable historical inauguration moments:

• Oftentimes referred to as the Revolution of 1800, Thomas Jefferson’s inauguration signaled 
the first transfer of executive power between opposing political parties.  

• William Henry Harrison, the ninth President of the United States, opted to endure the ele-
ments without a top coat or a gloves, only to fall ill shortly thereafter and die of pneumonia 
just one month into his term.  

• For his fourth and final inauguration, Franklin Roosevelt declined any sort of fanfare, report-
edly due in honor of those fighting in the Second World War. Roosevelt delivered a speech 
that was just five minutes long; unbeknownst to the public, Roosevelt was suffering from 
heart failure at the time.  

• In a decision that reflected his connection to the people, Jimmy Carter decided to walk 
back from Capitol Hill to the White House, becoming the first president to do so. 

Inauguration 2017: 
Trump production

Presidential Inaugurations:  
a family tradition

Graphic by Rosalia LoPresti
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As of Jan. 1, thousands of new laws, approved 
by voters or passed by legislatures as part of the 
2016 election, will take effect. These laws range 
from practical to absurd, from being understandable 
to downright puzzling, from increased training of 
police toward sexual abuse cases to being able to 
spear catfish with a pitchfork (Yeah). It would be 
painstaking to review each, and for the majority of 
average citizens, only so many will prove to have 
an impact on their lives. For Illinois residents, the 
following are of the highest need-to-know. 

1. SB 1564, sponsored by Sen. Daniel Bliss, 
updates a current law known as the Illinois 
Health Care Right of Conscious law. Previous-
ly, this law included a measure that allowed 
health care providers to refuse discussing or 
practicing certain medical treatments in the 
case where they disagreed with it for religious 
purposes. This update seeks to restore pa-
tient-doctor privilege, and ensure patients are 
receiving the best treatment they deserve, 
regardless of the providers personal objections. 

2. HB 5576, sponsored by Sen. Toni Hutchinson, 
prohibits birth control from having additional 
costs on medical insurance. The law requires 
insurance companies to allow up to 12 months 
coverage for all FDA approved contraceptives. 

3. HB 4999, sponsored by Rep. Will Guzzardi, 
strengthens existing laws that protect an indi-
vidual’s right to privacy from current or poten-
tial employers. The amendment was made to 
the Rights to Privacy in the Workplace Act, 
and also prohibits employers from requesting, 
demanding, or coercing employees to turn over 
social media accounts for review.

While Illinois passed a plethora of laws this new 
year, none seemed to cover what may be consid-
ered “hot button” issues. The topics that have been 
a point of discussion in recent years are minimum 
wage, marijuana legalization and gun control, to 
name a few. There were several states that passed 
laws concerning these issues, and as their popular-
ity continues to grow, it can be expected that their 
legislative presence may be taken to a federal level.

1. Marijuana legalization for medical and rec-
reational use. While it is unlikely the federal 
government will pass a law that allows for the 
recreational sale and use of marijuana, the 
trend among states is growing. In this past 
election California, Maine, Massachusetts and 
Nevada passed legislation for the recreational 
use of marijuana, while Arkansas, Florida and 
North Dakota passed for medical use. This 
brings the state count of recreational use to 
seven, and the medical use to 27; expect more 
states to pass legislation over the next few 
years, creating discussion at the federal level. 

2. The minimum wage has been an intensely 
debated subject for quite some time, 
and while the federal government 
has set an absolute bare minimum, 
states are taking it upon themselves 
to raise that minimum to what they 
see as a “living wage.” Colora-
do passed legislation this past 
election to increase the minimum 
wage from $8.31 to $9.30, with 
an annual increase of $0.90 until 
2020 when it will have reached 
$12/hr. 
     Following that lead are the 
states of Maine, Arizona and 
Washington, who all passed 
legislation that causes an 
increase in minimum wage. 
As states begin to raise 
the absolute minimum, the 
Federal Government will 
likely be faced with the 
issue of setting a higher 
floor number, or at least have 
the issue brought up by legislators. 

3. Probably the most intense topic of the three, 
gun control is seeing some changes in certain 
states, particularly
California, where a new law prohibits the pur-
chase of assault rifles with “evil features.” While 
it may seem too specific 
for significance, the 
“evil features” include 
additions or modifica-
tions to the rifle such 
as pistol grips, flash 
hiders and bullet- 
buttons, which assist 
in removing and 
replacing ammuni-
tion magazines. It is 
a small update in 
what is  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

likely to be an ongoing, 
possibly endless debate.  The trends show that 
gun control is on the rise across the nation. As 
the public shootings occur year after year, citi-
zens, even those in support of gun ownership, 
are acknowledging the need to restrict access 

to certain weaponry. Expect further discus-
sion in Congress regarding assault rifle 
restriction or increased background checks.

legalities
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Laws: what’s new, what’s coming
Caleb Lundquist 
Assitant News Editor
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Political correctness, some call for it to be laid 
to rest. Political correctness is not down, its stock 
value is. Political correctness is experiencing a 
decline. Looking at Donald Trump’s cabinet alone 
would make me sell my futures in political correct-
ness. Trump fought political correctness throughout 
his campaign and cites saving time as a reason for 
not being politically correct. On “Face the Nation,” 
Trump said that he thought America was being too 
politically correct on Muslims. Political correctness 
in the chivalrous sense is dead, the attack on the 
politically correct has gone on even after the elec-
tion. The alt-right are an easy target for examples of 
the death of political correctness. 

After the Ghost ship fire,there was an alt-right-
linked call to hunt DIY spaces. Such spaces are 
known for being all-inclusive, but were labeled as 
liberal hideouts. 12 spaces in total were shut down, 
Nashville being hard hit as well as California, Chi-
cago’s scene had its casualties over the course of 
2016 for unrelated reasons, but it remains a strong-
hold for the creative and the inclusive. The Oakland 
fire shined a light on an art scene in the midst of a 
housing crisis. The alt-right saw it as an opportuni-

ty to “REPORT ALL ‘ARTSPACES’ AND ILLEGAL 
VENUES TO CRUSH THE RADICAL LEFT.”

Gabe Meline writes in an article for KQED arts 
about the space. “They don’t understand why the 
floor is so rickety, the lamps don’t have shades, the 
wall is painted three different colors and the table is 
made of scrap wood.”

Meline says that those who criminalize the at-
tendees of the Ghost ship space as  attendees of 
an illegal event don’t understand why those spaces 
exist. Often spaces don’t last. I remember seeing 
pictures of former Chicago venue The Keep being 
disassembled soon after attending one of its last 
shows. These venues are not often permanent fix-
tures. In recent years the community has organized 
an annual poster listing the DIY venues and the 
deceased venues. The dead venue count and the 
currently active count are often close.

The Chicago DIY community reacted by calling 
for townhalls to resume and for venues to have 
clearly labeled exits and fire extinguishers. While 
initially people tossed around ideas such as holding 
a benefit show to raise money for fire extinguishers 
for every DIY venue in the city, venues have already 

begun purchasing them on their own, if they did not 
already have them.

The reactionary witchhunting of safe spaces for 
dialogue and art is a sign of the downturn of political 
correctness. Ten days after election day 867 hate 
crimes occurred according to the Southern Poverty 
Law Center, 23 of which were anti-Trump.

In the defense of political correctness, the ACLU 
received record amounts of donations after the 
election, although Time Magazine says this is 
because organizations like ACLU and Planned 
Parenthood, may feel under threat from the trump 
administration. Fear of retribution for not being po-
litically correct may have driven some people in the 
past, however fear of being politically obsolete may 
drive some people now.

Donald Trump will take office on Jan. 20, 2017. 
Whether or not this will result in even more hate 
crimes or donations to special interest organizations 
remains to be seen.
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Bob Tomaszewski
Forum Editor

Madeline Klepec 
Staff Writer

rhetoric
Political correctness on a downward spiral

A new home for journalist Megyn Kelly

The phrase “new year, new me”, holds true for 
journalist Megyn Kelly, of Fox News. As of Jan. 3, 
Kelly announced her transition to her new home 
at NBC where she will be hosting a daily daytime 
show and a Sunday newsmagazine program. Her 
last episode for her Fox show, “The Kelly File” aired 
Jan. 6.

Recently, Kelly has been shamed by republicans 
for her vocalized dislike of President-elect Don-
ald Trump. With Fox being solely a conservative 
programming station, her job at NBC will allow her 
to broaden her political horizons, and maybe, just 
maybe, she will not receive such negativity from 
viewers at NBC.

NBC is certainly more of an open platform to 
discuss politics without stepping over the line of the 
Republican agenda of Fox News. In my opinion, 
Kelly expressing her viewpoint about Trump wasn’t 
wrong. After all, the First Amendment does grant 
freedom of speech. Kelly was using her platform to 
rightfully prompt her views on the election. Not all 
republicans supported Trump, the same way not all 
democrats supported Clinton.

She has the right to speak up about the previous 
presidential nominees, just as everyone has the 
right to freely vocalize their opinions about the 2016 
election.

As a journalist, Kelly was more than professional 
with her outlook on Trump. She didn’t take to tweet-
ing trash about him; merely, she said she did not 
support him. She was publicly humiliated by him, so 

of course she’s not going to be supporting Trump 
100 percent. Trump expressed his views about 
Kelly, and she did the same. As a Republican, I fully 
respected Kelly’s opinions on Trump. As I stated 
prior, not all Republicans supported Trump as their 
candidate.

I think because she has been receiving such 
toxic comments directed at her from Fox viewers, 
a new platform at NBC may be beneficial for Kelly. 
NBC will allow her to expand her wings on the topic 
of politics. Especially 
since NBC’s viewership 
has a broader range 
of perspectives as 
opposed to Fox. NBC 
is more of an open 
platform to discuss 
politics based on the 
viewership. Fox news 
is directed towards  
republicans while CNN 
is directed towards 
democrats. NBC has 
never specifically 
focused on a partic-
ular political party. I 
am not a watcher of 
NBC, so it’s hard for 
me to point a finger as 
to what party NBC is 
affiliated with, but with 

the addition of Kelly, the station seems to be more 
open-minded.

Kelly has made a bold move by taking a job at 
NBC, but I think it will have a positive effect on her. 
While she has been a benefactor to Fox, NBC will 
be lucky to have her on their network.

It will be interesting to see her progression on 
NBC when she takes her spot at the network. Tuck-
er Carlson is reported to be taking over her time slot 
at Fox News.

Photo courtesy of Edgar Zunigar Jr.



At the dawn of a new administration, it is impos-
sible not to compare the incoming president with 
his predecessor, President Barack Obama. The two 
could not be more different personalities, something 
that you don’t have to look past Twitter to notice. 
This week, while Obama reflected on his legacy 
and shared some graphics illustrating the prog-
ress that he has worked toward in his term, Trump 
has taken to his thumbs to attack “The Celebrity 
Apprentice” and his replacement host: Arnold 
Schwarzenegger.

It will certainly be interesting to see how Trump’s 
different style of leadership will lend itself to di-
plomacy and managing the nation in the next four 
years. When you look at Donald Trump’s leadership 
technique, whether it be from his days as a busi-
ness executive or his rise in politics, you can boil it 
down to two words: narcissistic and hyperbolic.

“I know more about ISIS than the generals do, 
believe me,” Trump said at a rally in November 
2015. “I think I have one of the best temperaments 
of anyone that’s ever run for the office of president,” 

he added in July. That’s not all that Trump is the 
best at though. The Washington Post ran a piece in 
October 2016 that catalogued        
19 things that Trump 
has said that he has 
the utmost authori-
ty on. These things 
included renewables, 
taxes, infrastruc-
ture, the military, 
as well as ap-
parently knowing 
more about Dem-
ocrat Sen. Cory 
Booker than he 
knows about 
himself. 

This level of nar-
cissism and hyperbo-
le appears ridiculous, 
but 
it is something he has 
leaned into his entire ca-
reer. In his 1987 book “The 
Art of the Deal” Trump said 
“I play to people’s fantasies. People may not 
always think big themselves, but they can still get 
very excited by those who do. That’s why a little 
hyperbole doesn’t hurt.” 
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Obama vs. Trump:  what makes a leader?
Peter Medlin 
Contributing Writer

leadership
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There will surely be many differences between the two administrations, the most notable being leadership style. 

 “I know more about ISIS 
than the generals do, 
believe me.”



Maybe it starts to make sense why he makes the 
outrageous comments that he does, because to 
him, he’s being ambitious and giving people some-
thing to get excited about and rally behind. In other 
words, he tells people what they want to  
hear so they get comfortable with him.

Even some of his supporters have pointed to 
some of his more outlandish claims as not literal 
and his controversial
actions as reprehensible, but 
they still trust him to look 
out for their interests. 

This points to a larger 
question that North 
Central College Assis-
tant Director of Civil 
Engagement, Whitney 
Roberts raises, “Do we 
vote for someone pri-
marily because we perceive 
them to be a good person or 
because we think they will 
meet our needs?”

On the complete other hand is current President 
Obama. Former Chief Strategist David Axelrod 
nicknamed the president “No-drama Obama” back 
in 2008, and that label does have a measure of 
truth to it. 

Obama’s leadership style is much more 
cool and collected, known by most around 
him as an active and engaged listener, a 
far cry from the aggressive, type-A nature 
of Donald Trump. When he was elected, Obama 
was seen as a leader that could finally represent 
subsets of Americans who had been historically 
disenfranchised, minority groups who were so often 
ignored. Through his work with Obamacare, his       

advocacy for marriage equality and revitalization of 
the federal government’s civil rights division, Obama 
tried his best to live up to those lofty expectations. 

Obama has seen most of his success abroad 
come from diplomacy through the forging of bonds 
between nations on the basis of shared interest. 
This has led to historic deals like the 
Paris Climate Agreement, fighting 
Ebola and reconnecting our severed 
ties with Cuba. 

Obama has drawn plenty 
of criticism, especially when it 
comes to his  
non-confrontational approach 
in places like Syria. It may 
be a direct response

       

             to the wars that upended 
          the Bush administration, but  
      some feel that Obama could  
       have been much more hawkish in  
     foreign policy than he was.

     Although Obama worked relentlessly  
           for change and progress, history will tell if his  
          tempered demeanor and more passive  
        leadership when it came to foreign conflicts  
      was the best leadership for the time.

Despite your specific political inclination, it will 
be very interesting to look back in another four 
years and see which style of leadership was 
more effective in this tumultuous political land-
scape.

Hopefully, the weight of the presidency will 
allow Trump to focus on the job at hand: actually 
helping Americans. As Roberts put it, “Serving 
yourself, when in a position to make a great im-
pact, means little to nothing in the long run.”
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 “Do we vote for someone 
primarily becasue we per-
ceive them to be a good 
person or because we 
think they will meet our 
needs?”

 “Obama was seen as a 
leader that could finally 
represent subsets of 
Americans who had been 
historically disenfranchised...”



Fashion

Out:  Off-the-shoulder tops
In:  Cold shoulder tops
Keep those off-the-shoulder tops in your summer 
clothes box because its chic sister, the cold shoul-
der top, is here to stay this year. With the focus still 
on showing those shoulders, the cold shoulder top 
is wearable even now when it’s still below freezing. 
Just be sure to wear a (very popular) puffer jacket 
on top while you run to class!

Out:  Boring earrings
In:  Statement earrings
2017 is all about making a statement, and the easi-
est way to do this is with accessories. Whether it be 
something big and shiny or bright and bold, a 
statement earring is the 
way to go 
when deciding 
how to bring 
your
look to the 
next 
level.

 
 
 

 

Out:  Black
In:  Neon
If you love the color black, you’re going to 
hate this one. The ‘80s have come back to fashion 
with its bold color palette of neon. Yet another way 
to make a statement this year, either through a full-
on neon look or a blindingly bright top you mix with 
the rest of your all-black wardrobe.

Out:  Crop tops
In:  Bustiers
Caution: only for the stylistically brave. Trust that 
you will turn heads when you switch out 
your over worn crop top for a bustier 
layered over a thin T-shirt. It’s the best 
way to be a bit more risqué without the 
self-consciousness that can come from 
wearing that crop top out on the town.
And some items that are still in: state-
ment sleeves, robes for daytime wear 
and anything pink. Make a statement in 
any way you can.

Beauty

Out:  Strobing
In:  Draping
Highlighting is taking on yet 

another form in 2017, this 
time in the form of drap-
ing. Instead of trying to 
chisel out your cheeks 

with a contour pow-
der, a defined face 
can be achieved with 
some strategically 

placed blush and 
highlighter. Say 
hello to an extra 

10 minutes in your 
morning routine.

Out:  Basic liner
In:  Bright colors
Kiss your black cat 
eye goodbye, es-

pecially once spring 
hits. Switch it out with 
a bright liner instead to 
make a statement with 

your eyes and switch up a 
basic look.

 
Out:  Makeup for girls only

In:   Boys rocking some lipstick
Who said makeup was only for girls? Luckily our 

society is starting to catch up to reality and boys are 
more comfortable sharing their #skills. This is so in 
for 2017 that CoverGirl chose a boy to star in their 
newest campaign.

Out:   Contouring, liner, falsies for every 
day
In:   No makeup makeup
This trend goes in and out of style, but it’s here to 
stay in 2017. With a total refresh happening in most 
of our lives after a crazy 2016, it’s time to put down 
that full coverage foundation and make a light con-
cealer and some awesome mascara your new BFF.
And some trends that are still in: bold brows and 
natural locks. It’s all about being real this year.

Fashion, beauty and health: what’s in for 2017
2016-2017 trends
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Year in Review: 
Viral Memes of 2016

1
2

3

4 5

6

8

9

7

Damn Daniel

Bernie vs. Hillary

Harambe

Arthur’s Fist

Evil Kermit

Bitter Biden

Michael Phelps Face
Me at the Begin-
ning of 2016 vs. 
End of 2016

Crying Jordan

Health 

Out: Juice cleansing
In: Soup cleansing
Forget about juicing if you want to go on a cleanse. One of the biggest prob-
lems with juice cleanses is that you miss a lot of essential nutrients. With a soup 
cleanse, you’re able to pack a lot of nutrients into one bowl and still see weight 
loss results. 

Out: Quinoa 
In: Teff
The new super grain, teff, is here to kick quinoa out of its hailed position of the 
healthiest of all grains. Teff is packed with protein and is even gluten-free making 
it the new thing to add to your meals. While it does come up short in some areas 
to quinoa (less omega-3s and more carbs), it’s ultimately a better choice as a 
main grain in meals. 

Out: Crunches and planks 
In: Alternative ab exercises
Who even likes planks anymore? 2017 is all about alternative exercise, and one 
of the best ways to work your abs is actually with weight lifting. Next time you hit 
the gym, try adding some deadlifts or some windmills to your routine to get abs 
that are ready for spring break. 

Out: Hot showers 
In: Cold showers
While a hot shower may feel especially good this time of year, turning down the 
temperature has some health benefits. While you may freeze a little, you’ll come 
out of the shower with better circulation, shinier hair, and some extra energy for 
your day. 
  Out: Cardio only 
 In: Yoga
 While running and lifting are 

great ways to lose weight, 
adding some deep stretch-

ing or yoga to your 
routine can help with 
recovery. Taking time to 
stretch after a workout 
also helps with mental 
recovery, something 
all college students 
desperately need 
after a long week of 
classes.
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Along with all of the changes we can expect in the 
transition into the new year, sports fans are going 
to have to be ready to adjust to a new showcase of 
sport excitement. After the close of our fall sports 
seasons at North Central, the winter programs will 
take the stage once again. 

In 2016, the Cardinal football team finished off the 
season with an impressive record of 11-1, taking 
their only loss in the second round of the playoffs to 
their rivals the Wheaton College Thunder. However, 
the Cardinals still hold the Little Brass Bell over the 
Thunder after defeating them 35-25 in their sixth 
game of the regular season. 

After averaging 39.2 points per game on offense, 
it will be hard to replace the excitement the football 
games brought to North Central on Saturdays. 

To further the school’s 2016 success, men’s 
cross country brought home their 17th national title 
from Kentucky at the end of their season and the 
North Central’s women’s triathlon team earned a 
trip to the National Championship in their inaugural 
season where they took first among the Division III 
competitors. 

A few of the other North Central sports that came 
to a close before the change of the year were our 
men and women’s soccer teams, women’s volley-
ball, women’s tennis, and the men and women’s fall 
golf seasons. 

After adding those Cardinal seasons to the record 
books, many teams are just getting the ball rolling. 
Men and women’s basketball seasons are well 
under way and they are bringing a whole lot of hype 
into Merner Fieldhouse. 

The Cardinal men’s basketball team started off 
their season beating four of the country’s top 20 DIII 
basketball teams including the number six ranked 
Benedictine. Currently standing at a record of 8-7, 
these Cardinals have 10 games left in their regular 
season to earn their spot as a contender for the 
national championship. Similarly, the women’s team 
has 10 games remaining in their season, but hold a 
9-6 record. 

Another team to look forward to on campus in 
their 2017 season is the men’s volleyball team’s 
second ever season. Hoping for a big improvement 
after their 8-16 inaugural season, their first game 

will be held in Cambridge, Massachusetts on Friday, 
Jan. 20 against Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy. 

Other Cardinal teams that will continue or begin 
their seasons in the year 2017 include men’s wres-
tling, men and women’s track and field, and men 
and women’s swimming and diving teams. 

Beyond the gyms and fields of North Central, we 
can look back on how professional and national 
sports wrapped up 2016 and the history yet to be 
made in 2017. 

Among the biggest happenings of 2016 in the 
world of sports was the first World Series Champi-
onship by the Chicago Cubs since 1908. The seven 
game series went down to the 10th inning of game 
seven when the Cubs won it in a historic fashion. 

Along with the Cubs, other notable sports events 
that took place in 2016 was Kevin Durant decided to 
go to the Warriors, and the USA led all countries in 
gold medals and total medals in the Rio Olympics. 

With such an exciting year behind us, it’s hard to 
imagine topping it in 2017, but there was already 
much to see in the NCAA DI National Championship 
when Clemson topped Alabama with a last second 
touchdown pass. Now with the NFL playoffs nearing 
the Super Bowl, and the NBA and NHL seasons 
fully under way, there is plenty of sports action to go 
around. 
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2017 tech trends

5G Automotive Association
Creator: Intel
Partners: BMW, Audi AG, Daimler AG, Ericsson, Huawei, Nokia, Qualcanm 

Improving technology and improving the safety of others on the road, Intel 
has collaborated with other associations to bring the next generation of an 
automobile with technology tools, plus bringing safety to a whole new level. 
Creating a generation of driving and considering the safety of others, Intel 
would be providing new technology within their partnership with BMW and Audi, 
in projects such as making a car that can drive by itself.

PlayStation VR
Creator: PlayStation
Partner: Sony 

PlayStation and Sony has brought video gaming alive. Virtual reality has 
brought video gamers a whole new experience. The gamers are able to expe-
rience the reality of being “inside” their favorite game and the ability to feel the 
excitement. It is a dream come true for those that love playing video games.

Apple HomeKit
Creator: Apple
Partners: Honeywell, Phillips Hue, iDevices, Hunter and a few more 

Apple has collaborated with a few companies to create a smart home. From 
lights to door locks, Apple is improving the safety of a home on a mobile level. A 
family would be able to control the house from their phones allowing them to be 
able to feel safe inside and outside their own home. Apple lets users use their 
iOS devices, iPhone or iPad, and even their Apple TV to control every single 
room at the touch of a button.

Graphics by Deidre Ewers

Other tech trends to keep an eye out for:
Precision Medicine-
Medical treatments tailored to an individual’s social, environmental, and economic contexts to best treat illnesses.

Audio User Interface- 
Augmented reality portrayed through sound; Apple recently released the AirPods which is likely to lead to a more 
ubiquitous audio experiences
.
“Drones for Good”- 
Movement started by individuals interested in exploring a new, but affordable technology for positive purposes; 
currently, the world’s first drone airport is in the process of being built for faster transportation of medicine.

Farming the Sea-
Cultivation of the kelp and bivalves in the ocean to enable us to generate vast amounts of food for a continuously 
growing population without using arable land, water or pesticides.

What do you think?

or

Likely

Longshot

Let us know via our 
twitter poll! @chronicleNCC




